
CULTURAL ISSUES IN TRANSLATING TEXT ESSAY

In Kate James's "cultural meaning of translation", the author explains how Different aspects of the target text These
questions depend on the difference.

According to Larson, translation is the process of delivering a meaning from the source language to the target
language, following the structure of the source language, and transforming it into the structure of the target
language. Word-For-Word Translation Usually this method is used at the very beginning of a translation
process. That is to say that the translator should be very aware in the choices he makes, as the text especially
in the spoken language is supposed to have the same effect on the target readership as it had on the source
readership. The Location of Culture. So when this play of The Sandbox was translated and performed, many
people, especially conservative people did not appreciate it, they thought that it can be a way to broaden the
problems rather to solve them, as Misry, on of the leading Kurdish film and theatre directors announced that "
an absurd play like The Sandbox is very important, especially, when it uncovers social and family issues that
may exist in our society, although it may result in reactions from conservatives and fundamentalists". The
essay uncovered the fact that there are very few materials on theatrical translation, especially, in Kurdish.
Migrancy, often upper-class elite migrancy as for example from India, has already provided the First World
with as much newness as it needs and can cope with, and given it the illusion that this tiny fraction of the
Third World has already made the First World the whole world, the only world there is. If it strays too far
from the tone of the original, however, it may provide a very different experience for the reader than was
intended by the author. Although they may seem at first glance to be realistic, the surreal nature of Albee's
plays is never far from the surface. He encouraged women to participate to act on the stages, since the women
are also the other important half of the society. What I want to say is that we have not had a good researchers
or active readership in this field. The inevitable fact about translation is that it depends on interpretation.
Funds from all over the world are being poured in to preserve and propagate the Royal Bengal Tiger, for
example, which is declared to be an endangered species, but no such support is forthcoming for the Indian
languages, which seem to be equally endangered by the increasing decimation of world languages by the one
all-devouring, multinational, global language, English. The Equivalence Issue One of other issues in
translating this theatre text is the problem of deciding on the equivalence choices, and translation strategies.
Larson formulates a complete structure of a proper translation, mentioning structures of meaning, and different
forms of the same language. For example, you can determine the quality of translation based on the nature and
fluency of the target language. But a second and overriding sense in which too Rushdie claimed to be a
translated man is precisely what is expounded by Homi Bhabha in his essay, with specific reference to The
Satanic Verses. There are many types of translation shifts, and most of them were introduced by Catford  In
this brave new dystopian world of cultural translation, translation ironically would have been translated back
to its literal, etymological meaning, of human migration. By translating this play, people can be familiarized
with issues of generation conflicts that are happening in other countries, and also to show how to deal with it,
and how previous societies afforded to manage it and pass it with fewer victims. Method of Translation
According to Molina and Albir , a method of translation is a certain way of such a process that is chosen by a
translator and used according to his or her objectives. Ibrahim,  In early Christian use of the term, in fact,
translation in the sense of being borne across took place when a dead person was bodily transported to the next
world, or on a rare occasion when his body was transferred from one grave to another, as happened famously
in the case of Thomas a Beckett, who was actually murdered and initially buried near the crypt of the
Canterbury Cathedral but then, about years later, when the trickle of pilgrims had swollen into a mainstream,
moved and buried again within the same cathedral in the grand new Trinity Chapel. Niranjana, Tejaswini. She
goes on and asserts that " drama translation science must be concerned both with the text as the basis for the
stage production and individual theatrical performance", in her point of view drama translation is a science,
and the center of the success of this kind of translation is the written text as the basis of stage production, and
also taking the individual performance ability into account. That is why there is not a good, educated and
passionate audience for theater, even in the present time. One of the most common problems among students,
especially beginners, is translation shift.


